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Southwestern Water: Going, Going, Gone?
By FELICITY BARRINGER

Stockholm Environment Institute

The glum projections of the growing gap between demand for water in the Southwest and
the dwindling supplies have never been optimistic, but two new studies— one a research
report based on satellite data, and the other an analysis of rainfall, water use and the
costs associated with obtaining new water — make earlier forecasts seem positively rosy.
The United States branch of the Stockholm Environment Institute, based in Somerville,
Mass., just released an extended analysis of water demand and future supplies that
estimates that the cumulative shortfall over the next century in the Southwest, without
the adoption of adaptation strategies, will be 1.815 billion acre feet. (At the top of the
graph above, that’s the green and yellow bars combined.) And that’s without factoring in
a climate-change-driven reduction in supply.
Add that extra climate-change impact, based on mild and moderate projections, and the
next century’s total shortfall would increase by another 282 million acre feet (orange bar)
to 439 million acre-feet (orange and red bars combined).
An acre-foot is generally counted as the amount of water needed to supply two to four
average households for a year. The total annual volume from the Colorado River is
estimated at 15 million acre feet.
The replacement cost of the water, according to the authors of the analysis, Frank
Ackerman and Elizabeth A. Stanton, would be $2.3 trillion to $4 trillion over the next
century; by 2050 the annual costs would be $7 billion to $15 billion in 2009 dollars, the
equivalent of 0.3 to 0.6 percent of the Southwest’s 2009 gross domestic product.
“Climate change is already causing measurable and unfortunate impacts on water
supplies, they write. “The mountain regions of the West are experiencing reduced
snowpack, warmer winters and stream flows coming earlier in the calender year.”
Action will be essential, the authors add. “The bottom-line question about water is not
whether adaptation is difficult or expensive, compared to doing nothing,” the authors
wrote. “Rather, it should be compared to to buying several trillion dollars worth of water
over the next century; adaptation is a bargain that the region cannot afford to ignore.”
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A good portion of their report focuses on the drawdown of groundwater reservoirs in
California’s San Joaquin Valley, one of the nation’s richest agricultural areas, which
depends on water from the Colorado River in the southern part of the state and water
pumped southward from the Sacramento and other rivers in the north.
Among Southwestern states, California ranks just after Arizona in the percentage of water
use supplied by groundwater: in 2005, it was 33 percent for California and 49 percent for
Arizona. In both states, irrigated agriculture accounts for the lion’s share of all water use.
The drawdown of underground aquifers has been hard to measure in California because
of the state’s decades-old policy of not requiring permits for wells or asking for an
accounting of the water withdrawn. But satellite data is filling in some of the gaps.
A study just accepted by the journal Geophysical Research letters, written by Jay S.
Famiglietti of the Center for Hydrologic Modeling at the University of California, Irvine,
along with eight other authors, uses 78 months of satellite data from NASA’s Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment satellites, known as the Grace mission.
As Dr. Famiglietti explained in an e-mail:
The Grace mission accurately monitors the very small changes in Earth’s gravity field that
result from changes in water stored on land, in the oceans and the ice sheets. So, for
example, on land, we can use the gravity data to tell us how much water has entered or
left a region like the Sacramento and San Joaquin River basins during a month. We can
then use other observations of the snowpack in the Sierras and of the volume of water in
local reservoirs to estimate how much of what Grace sees comes from groundwater
depletion in the Central Valley.
Using 78 months’ worth of Grace data, his team found that the total loss of groundwater
from the Sacramento and San Joaquin River basins in California’s Central Valley from
2003 to 2010 was just under 16.5 million acre-feet — approximately the volume of the
Lower Colorado River reservoir, Lake Mead, when it is full. About 80 percent of that loss,
the study estimated, came from the San Joaquin basin. A multiyear drought began in the
region in 2006.
“Given the naturally low rates of groundwater recharge in the San Joaquin Valley,
combined with projections of decreasing snowpack and population growth, continued
depletion of groundwater at the rates estimated in this study may become the norm in
decades to come, and may well be unsustainable on those time scales,” Dr. Famiglietti
and his co-authors write.
Both studies agree on that unappetizing prediction.
Getty Images Dust billowed as a farmer plowed a dry field in near Buttonwillow, Calif., in April 2009, when
the drought was in its third year.
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